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Individual Activities GRADES K – 3 2-5

“Students will accept responsibility for 
assigned roles while participating in 
physical activity” K-12 Physical Education 
Program of Studies, Alberta Learning, 
2000.
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�LEAD�A�PARTNER�IN�WARM�UP�

yoga poses
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�FOLLOW�INSTRUCTIONS�FOR�NEW�

yoga poses

LITTLE YOGIS
Instruct students to remove their socks and 
shoes (no sock feet) and place them in a designated area. Students then place their mat in 
THE�ACTIVITY�AREA�AND�SIT�ON�THE�MAT�FACING�A�PARTNER��WHO�IS�SITTING�ON�THEIR�OWN�MAT��%XPLAIN�
to students they will be leading their own yoga warm up and review the three yoga sitting 
positions (cross-legged, L-shape and on heels) and three types of breathing (cleansing, bunny 
breath and hot air balloon) from lesson 2 as a large group. Instruct partners to designate one 
PARTNER�AS�THE�hDOGv�AND�THE�OTHER�AS�hCATv��$OGS�GO�lRST�AND�LEAD�THEIR�PARTNER�IN�THE�THREE�
yoga sitting positions and #LEANSING�"REATHS��#ATS�GO�SECOND�AND�LEAD�THEIR�PARTNER�IN�Bunny 
Breaths and Hot Air Balloon.

Clues that students are achieving 
the outcome…

EQUIPMENT
music (slow) » music player » mats 
(one per student and teacher) » 
hands-free microphone (optional) 

RELATED RESOURCES
s� 9OGA�-USIC�BY�,AGOONWEST
s� 'UIDED�)MAGERY�FOR�+IDS��SCRIPTS�AND�IDEAS�

available on a number of websites)

Warm It Up

Lesson 3 of 6

Yoga
Cooperation

#OMMUNICATION
Fair Play
Leadership #���	�
Teamwork
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GETTIN’ DOWN
After students have warmed up, return the focus 
TO�YOU�AND�LEAD�STUDENTS�THROUGH�lVE�NEW�YOGA�POSES��2EPEAT�EACH�POSE����TIMES�BEFORE�
INTRODUCING�THE�NEXT�POSE�AND�SHARE�MODIlCATIONS�FOR�EACH�POSE�TO�CHALLENGE�THE�INDIVIDUAL�
abilities of students. All Fours (Cat-Cow) » Begin sitting on heels. Reach hands in front 
OF�THE�BODY�ON�THE�MAT�WITH�lNGERS�OUTSTRETCHED�UNTIL�HIPS�ARE�ABOVE�THE�KNEES��SHOULDERS�
above hands, feet pointing straight back. Arch back to the sky, loosen neck and drop head 
down. Don’t forget to breathe. Then push chest forward and look up while belly dips down 
and bum sticks up. Slowly move back and forth from arched back position to head up 
position. Downward Dog » Begin in All Fours pose. Tuck toes under each foot and ensure 
lNGERS�ARE�SPREAD��0RESS�ONTO�TOES�AND�PUSH�HEELS�DOWN�TO�THE�mOOR�WHILE�LIFTING�HIPS�TO�THE�
SKY�TO�CREATE�AN�UPSIDE�DOWN�VSHAPE��2ELAX�HEAD�BETWEEN�ARMS�AND�HOLD�FOR����BREATHS��
Snake (Cobra) » Lie on belly with toes pointed, hands placed under the shoulders, eyes 
looking at the mat. Breathe in and push head and chest up. Roll shoulders back away from 
ears. Hisssss the breath out while lowering chest and head back to the mat. Swan » Begin 
in All Fours pose. Keep knees on the floor and lift lower legs to point toes to the sky. Keep 
arms straight and allow body to lean forward from the knees. Lift chest and gracefully 
lengthen neck. Breathe in and out. Bow and Arrow » Begin sitting in an L-shape. Bend 
LEFT�KNEE�TOWARDS�THE�CHEST�AND�HOLD�THE�BIG�TOE�OF�THE�LEFT�FOOT�WITH�lNGERS�OF�THE�LEFT�HAND��
Place right hand on the floor beside the hip for support. Sit tall and breathe in while pushing 
left leg forward to straighten it and breathe out while pulling left leg back towards chest. 
Repeat on opposite side. Rock n’ Roll » Refer to lesson 1. Lay back into Savasana.

Whoop It Up

RELAXED FROM HEAD TO 
TOE
7HILE�STUDENTS�ARE�LYING�ON�
their mats, ask them to raise 
their hands if they would like to 
cool down by doing Savasana 
with music only (no talking), 
and to raise their feet if they 
would like Savasana with 
guided imagery. Lead students 
through the option chosen 
BY�THE�MAJORITY��%XPLAIN�TO�
STUDENTS�DURING�THE�NEXT�LESSON�
they will learn poses to help 
THEM�RELAX�IN�CLASS.

Wrap It Up


